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Forever indy

SUPPORT FOR an independent Scottish socialist republic was
a founding principle of the SSP
and remains at the centre of the
party’s campaigning now. During
the 2014 indyref, the SSP worked
with both Yes Scotland and the
progressive left in RIC. As the debate around a second referendum
heats up, the party is fully supporting a Yes vote to open the way to
winning an independent socialist
Scotland and was putting that case
at the recent pro-indy events at
Glasgow Green and in Edinburgh.
(PHOTOS: Craig Maclean)
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EDITORIAL

Only a common programme for people
and planet can win ‘Yes 2’ referendum
by Ken Ferguson

POST-BREXIT Britain has swung deci-

sively to the right with the installation of
the unelected Theresa May in Downing
Street and across Europe and the US the
populist, often openly racist right on a roll.
Anti-immigrant parties such as AFD in
Germany register growing support, the
soon to be re-run Austrian Presidential
poll could see Europe’s first far right
elected head of state since 1945 and the
shadow of a possible President Trump
grows longer.
It is against this ominous background
that the broad progressive left of the independence movement needs to frame its
strategy and tactics in the run up to any
possible second referendum in the period
ahead. It is moment of both great opportunity and great danger.
A look at the facts tells its own story.
After a post-Brexit spike, the support for
a Yes vote has settled too, take a few
points either way, about the 2014 level. It
still is not a majority.
While there is evidence of Noes switching as a consequence of Brexit there is
also a significant traffic in the other direction driven largely by economic uncertainty. It is certainly some way from the
60/40 majority which has been widely
seen as a condition for a Yes victory.

Climate of uncertainty

Factors that have contributed to this include the massive fall in oil prices, the general demobilisation of independence
campaigning as Yes campaigners poured
energy into SNP election work and the
mood of pessimism engendered by a climate of uncertainty following the June result.
However at the heart of the problem is
the hard fact that the case for independence has been largely parked in campaigning terms for the last two years and
it is vital that this changes now.
Two further factors complicating the approach of the indy left are the rise of Corbynism and, paradoxically, the dominance
of the SNP.
First Corbyn. Anybody on the left will
welcome the fact that he won his second
leadership poll in the teeth of the largely
parliamentary-based Blairite relics who

LET’S GET RADICAL: the progressive
indy left needs a campaign which
offers a radically different Scotland
(PHOTO: Craig Maclean)

have run an open campaign against him
since his first victory a year ago. These
are the people who turned Labour into uncritical pro-business warmongers and
their defeat is welcome.
However, the result in Scotland indicates
that the mass impact of Corbynism in England has only a weak echo here, with his
opponent Owen Smith winning a majority
in Scottish Labour as the latest polls show
the party on a miserable 16 per cent.
Combined with the mammoth task of
winning a UK general election, the Corbyn victory does little to suggest that there
is any reason to assume that Labour can
anticipate being in any position to defeat
the Tories and meet Scotland’s needs.
And of course, centrally, Labour have
simply got the national question wrong,
remaining unionist to the core, failing to
learn the lessons of Better Together and
as a result face oblivion in Scotland.
On the face of it, for the SNP the polar
opposite appears the case. They swept
the board at last year’s Westminster polls
and retained government here in May.
However this has come at a price.
The spectacular growth of the SNP from
2014 now runs the risk of substituting the
SNP for the broad Yes movement and can
thus in turn tie the fortunes of a Yes campaign to the performance of the government on a range of thorny issues such a
fracking, Council Tax reform, council cuts,
controversial school plans and so forth.
The old story that Roman Emperors
holding victory parades among cheering
crowds would be accompanied by a slave
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whispering “remember thou are mortal” is
brought to mind as problems mount for the
SNP government and the First Minister falls
behind the Tory leader’s approval ratings.
All of this is key information for independence supporters serious about winning a Yes majority, and its central
message is clear.
The issue is not primarily the timing of
an independence referendum but the policy offer that it puts to voters.
Key areas such as currency, which
were weaknesses last time, have to be
faced. We cannot this time be boxed into
campaigning around a “UK lite” Scottish
government white paper.

Radical programme needed

It would also be a grave mistake, as
some leading SNP figures have suggested, to centre the Yes fight on EU
membership or pledges of five years of
“made in Edinburgh” austerity.
The progressive independence left
needs a campaign which offers a radically
different Scotland, eradicating poverty pay,
providing houses for the thousands on
waiting lists, ending the PFI scandal, using
our energy riches under public control to
combat climate change and fuel poverty.
The reality is that there is wide agreement on the elements of such a programme which is capable of winning the
key working class voters for Yes.
What needs to be done is to put such a
programme at the heart of the independence campaign and start campaigning on
it without delay.
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KATIE BONNAR

Paralympics and the reality of disability

by Katie Bonnar,
SSP national co-spokesperson

IN A speech wishing the Paralympians

success in the games, Theresa May
said, “You brought our country together
and showed us the best of what our
United Kingdom can be.”
There is no denying a kind of pride
some of feel when the gold medals pile
up. This is especially true when these
medals are being won by Paralympians
who have overcome so many barriers to
compete in the games.
The sheer determination, hard work
and achievements of these athletes are
astounding and it is easy to forget that
these people are in a minority. For most
people living with a disability in the UK,
life is more difficult.
Recently, I witnessed the stark reality
of how it can be for some people. I
hadn’t quite grasped the gravitas of
achieving the small things that we all
take for granted.
As a secondary school teacher,
September usually brings with it the
prize giving ceremony for senior pupils.
At the rehearsal, I noticed one pupil
sitting behind her peers and looking
nervous. I didn’t know this pupil well but
had realised she had a physical
disability.

Difficult lives

When I approached and asked if she
was ok, she started crying and said she
was so nervous about going on stage.
Instead of walking up the stairs at the
side of the stage, she would have to use
a lift at the back, making her stand out.
The idea of even walking across the
stage to collect her certificate was too
much. On the night, she didn’t turn up.
This event has forced me to consider
how difficult life can be some people.
Coincidently, it happened at the time
where we are constantly hearing the
phrase ‘super humans’ referring to the
Paralympians.
Not to diminish the achievements of
the athletes but there are a lot of
disabled people who don’t feel like
‘super humans’. This is made worse by
how the Government, treat them.
When the government posture as to
how great the Paralympics are, it
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distracts us from the harsh measures
that the Government has taken against
people with disability.
Since the Tories were elected and
began to implement their austerity
measures, life has become much harder
for disabled people.
There were instant questions raised
about the Paralympics when it emerged
that ATOS were one of the main
sponsors of the games.
The company who were recently
employed to assess whether people
claiming Disability Living Allowance
were in fact, ‘fit to work’.
ATOS, who charged the Government
£110million of taxpayers money for their
services were responsible for pushing
disabled people further into poverty.
Over half declared fit for work ended up
living in poverty. Most could not find
suitable work and were left without an
income.
ATOS were particularly bad for their
ignorance or lack of empathy towards
mental illness. Some of their humiliating
assessment and outcomes of their
decisions caused suicide among
disabled people to increase.
There were horror stories of people
left without an income, starving to death.
ATOS were so unpopular that they
bought their way of the contract in the
UK and have been replaced by a US
Company called, Maximus.
They claim to use less arduous
assessments than ATOS.
Regardless of the company, the
problem lies with the attitude of the
Government towards people with
disability.
In their bid to reduce welfare spending,
they have ignored the fact that some
people genuinely need to be provided
for. There are no savings to be made.
The Government failed to grasp this
when it tried to change the Personal
Independence Payment which is one of
the two main disability allowances in the
UK. This is awarded to people based on
the severity of their disability or long
term illness. It awards points to
claimants based on how their disability
impacts their life, the more points they
gain, the more payment they receive.
The Government’s plans under Work
and Pensions Secretary, Iain Duncan
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Smith was to halve the points a person
gets under the assessment. With fewer
points, some people would receive less
payment and in some cases, wouldn’t
cross the threshold and receive any.
The reason they gave for this
reduction is that the benefit wasn’t
working properly and a higher number of
people were coming forward to claim
than expected.
Many disability charities argued
against this change and estimated that
37,000 disabled people would lose an
average of £3500 a year.
They rightly claimed that it would stop
disabled people from living independent
lives.
After causing a division within the Tory
Party, it was decided that it was too
harsh. Iain Duncan Smith resigned and
the plans were scrapped.
Similarly to the ATOS shambles, this is
another example of the Tories trying to
dismantle the welfare system and not
grasping or caring that their cuts are
leaving people with nothing.

Challenge stereotypes

This Government foster the attitude
that there are two typed of disabled
people. The ‘superhuman’ type who we
see on the TV, who challenge
stereotypes of disability and the other.
The types who scrounge benefits and
could really try a bit harder to contribute
to our society.
In a survey carried out by the disability
charity, Scope, it found that 67 per cent
of the public felt uncomfortable
interacting with disabled people. A third
said that they thought disabled people
were unproductive. At the very least it
could be said that sometimes we simply
don’t consider how difficult life can be
disabled people.
Instead of being an afterthought, there
should be more planning put into
transport infrastructure, housing and
even sports facilities to ensure the
participation of disabled people.
Perhaps more representation in politics
would also further disability rights.
There needs to be wider acceptance
that some people require the state to
provide for them.
Money for disability should always be
protected.

Roz Paterson looks at new
report on the dangers of
nuclear weapons convoys

IN 2011, a goods lorry suf-

fered a blow-out at the busy
Reith interchange, near Bellshill, Glasgow, causing it to
crash through the central reservation and punch a hole in the
side of an oncoming vehicle.
Unfortunately, this wasn’t just
another goods lorry, but a Truck
Cargo Heavy Duty (TCHD), a
military heavyweight, carrying
nuclear warheads from Burghhead in Berkshire to Coulport,
on Loch Long. Leaking fuel
from the damaged TCHD ignited, and radioactive materials
from the damaged warheads
started to spread.
The emergency services,
who had had no warning that
such a dangerous convoy was
passing through—the TCHD
was accompanied by another
18 vehicles, including escorts
and a second TCHD—and
were grossly unprepared. The
ambulance staff who attended
the scene were not even
aware of the danger to their
own personnel, or that taking
contaminated patients to a
regular hospital would endanger the patients already there.

Radioactive dust

Although the MoD summoned a weapons expert to
attend and advise, he would
not arrive for another five and
a half hours, as he was in the
south of England at the time of
the incident.
Two people died at the
scene, seven were seriously injured, and approximately 1000
were affected by a “deadly
cloud of radioactive dust”.
The people who lived in the
immediate vicinity—when we
talk about this in terms of a nuclear accident, we mean
everything and everyone
within a radius of ten kilometres—were told simply to run.
For their lives. Parents were
instructed to abandon their

ENVIRONMENT

A nuclear
nightmare
is possible

THE NUKES OF HAZARD:
if Nukewatch can monitor the
dangerous movements of the UK’s
nuclear warheads on our roads,
taking photographs, delaying them
with protests, informing the
people... surely terrorists could too?

children in schools.
But the nightmare didn’t end
there; the deadly cloud was
now drifting towards Glasgow,
the most densely populated
conurbation in Scotland.
OK, OK, this didn’t happen.
Relax. A bit.
The above was an exercise,
codenamed Senator 2011, conducted by the MoD five years
ago, to assess its ability to respond to an accident involving
a nuclear convoy. The results
were not good. The MoD does
one every year, and every year
the results are not good; no one
knows what to do, nothing is in
place to protect anyone, and the
risks are left to the imagination.
If you didn’t realise that nuclear convoys, bristling with
weapons and uranium, went
hurtling up and down our main
roads up to six times a year,
from the munitions factory in
Berkshire to their designated
home in Coulport and Faslane,
you’re not alone. A YouGov
poll found that almost as many
people who voted against
Brexit live in total ignorance of
this risky business.
This ferrying back and forth
is essential, apparently, to keep

our Mutually Assured Destruction capability in tip-top order.
Nukes, like washing-machines,
need servicing, repairs, replacement of spare parts. Unlike washing-machines, they
require not just nuts and bolts,
but radioactive materials such
as plutonium, uranium, tritium,
plus high explosives, and the
toxic metal beryllium.
How else could we have the
reassurance of knowing that,
at any given moment, one of
our mighty (and ruinously expensive) Vanguard-class submarines, armed with 160-200
US-built Trident missiles, lurks
on deep sea patrol, ready to
bring the very world to an end.
We’ll all sleep better for knowing that, I’m sure.
The MoD maintains that all
this has to be done with the utmost secrecy, as too much
openness would be an invitation to terrorists to ambush and
detonate our nuclear deterrent,
right in the middle of the M40
or the M74 or the M25, within
striking distance of, say, Birmingham, or Glasgow.
But if Nukewatch can monitor these movements, taking
photographs, delaying them
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with protests, informing the
people, surely a terrorist could?
Meanwhile, the MoD’s secret
squirrel antics ensure that any
kind of emergency response to
an accident is compromised,
and inevitably disastrous.
And accidents do happen.
There were eight accidents
between 1960 and 1991, and
180 “safety incidents” between
2000-16, including collisions,
breakdowns, failing brakes…
On 10 January 1987, for instance, on an icy morning in
Wiltshire, a TCHD skidded on
a minor road, trying to pass a
stationery vehicle, ran into the
verge which gave way beneath
it, causing it to tip sideways
and land in a field, three feet
below the level of the road.
The TCHD following also skidded and ran into the verge.
As well as the risk of leakage is that of detonation. Nuclear warheads are designed
to be “single point safe”; theoretically, if one is knocked at a
single point, in an accident for
instance, it shouldn’t go off.
Then again, it might.

Partial detonation

If a warhead was caught up in
a serious accident, such as a
multiple car pile-up, however, it
would be knocked at more than
one point, most likely. This could
trigger a partial detonation, releasing lethal radiation doses,
known as “inadvertent yield”.
That would be v. bad, y’know?
Even the MoD, generally so
tight-lipped on, well, everything,
admits that the convoy is vulnerable, and potentially deadly.
“The ultimate nightmare is
possible. A terrorist group
could attack a nuclear convoy
and cause a catastrophe unlike any ever seen in the UK.
“The prospect should give us
all pause for thought.”
• Information taken from
Nukes of Hazard: The
Nuclear Bomb Convoys on
our Roads, published by
Scottish CND
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WORKPLACE

by Richie Venton, SSP national
workplace organiser

THE COURAGEOUS determination of

ScotRail guards, who sacrificed 13 days’
pay in strikes for public safety, has won a
substantial victory in a deal whereby ScotRail Abellio bosses have massively retreated from their original plans to extend
Driver Only Operated (DOO) trains
across the Central Belt and beyond.
The settlement reached in prolonged
negotiations, involving both the RMT and
ASLEF railway unions, retains the fundamental role of the safety-critical guards.
It’s a far cry from the bosses’ and Scottish
Government’s original plans to dump core
safety procedures—door operations and
train dispatches—on the driver.
The Abellio bosses, driven by the franchise issued to them by the SNP government in October 2014, had hoped to get
rid of the safety-critical guards/conductors—over time replace them with lowerpaid, lesser-trained Ticket Examiners,
who in any case are absent from at least

ScotRail strikers

20 per cent of DOO trains due to chronic
staffing shortages. It was a plan to cut
costs in the medium term, and to hell with
the safety consequences.
Contrary to attempts by Abellio bosses
and the pro-capitalist media to dismiss
the outcome of this lengthy battle as ‘a
fudge’, something of little significance,
after strikes they portray as unjustified, we
need to recall the harsh realities of this
bare-knuckle battle.
Abellio bosses bullied staff; tried to bypass the union by use of social media and
letters to guards’ homes; refused to even
meet the unions for months on end, let
alone enter meaningful negotiations.
They conscripted management scabs
to run trains at public risk; tried to enlist
scabs from as far afield as Merseyrail; deployed fearful, insecure agency staff to
hand out their lie-laden propaganda to
passengers; used a compliant capitalist
media to belittle the role of guards and silence the workers’ case from being heard
and understood by the travelling public;
threatened to use Westminster Tory antiunion laws against the RMT, to bludgeon
their members into submission.
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ON GUARD: “If you’re
determined, and enough of
you stick together by avoiding
the companies’ divide-andconquer techniques, then
nothing’s impossible...”

What guards think: #1

I’m pretty happy with the outcome. I feel it’s a victory for not only the role of the
guard, it’s also a victory for the travelling public. It has shown them that bullyboy ,
profiteering companies can’t just walk over us and stamp out their right to have the
safest journey possible. They didn’t to expect the ScotRail guards were willing to
sacrifice to prove this, and they didn’t expect the will and support from the public.
The highlight of the dispute for me personally was the 100 per cent backing from the
SSP. The video put on by yourself explaining the role of the guard was a vital key for us
to dispel rumours and spin by the company. It helped to clearly show me, and other RMT
members, how the SNP are not the party they try and convey to the general public.
I’ve learned that if you’re determined, and enough of you stick together by avoiding the
companies’ ‘divide and conquer’ techniques, then nothing’s impossible. You really have to be
prepared to play the long game as the only thing these companies can count on is breaking
your spirit. If they can’t do that then you’ve already won, it’s just a matter of riding it out.

In all this they enjoyed the encouragement of the SNP government, whose Nicola
Sturgeon also belittled the skilled guards’
role, and the cause of the strikers, by echoing Abellio’s contemptuous remarks about
it being “all about who presses a button”.
The Abellio bosses—and indeed the
Scottish Government who spurned the
chance to take our railways back into public
ownership, and instead actively encouraged the Dutch state-owned franchiseholders to implement DOO—severely
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underestimated the passion for safety and
the principled courage of RMT members.
Strike action has forced through a deal
that is overwhelmingly a success story for
the solidarity of workers taking action.
It will guarantee a guard on every one
of the new electrified trains (EMUs)
planned for 2017.
That guarantee will apply for the remainder of the Abellio franchise—and indeed beyond, with a pledge that it will be transferred
over to any future franchise, through TUPE.

WORKPLACE

ON THE RIGHT TRACK: “The highlight was definitely the solidarity
from my brothers and sisters, and the tremendous support we got
from the public and the Scottish Socialist Party, which was fantastic...”

win for safety!
What guards think: #2

I think the outcome is a major victory, from what we were getting to this. Excellent!
Not 100 per cent, but 95 per cent.
The highlight was definitely the solidarity from my brothers and sisters, and the
tremendous support we got from the public and yourselves, the Scottish Socialist Party,
which was fantastic. Also the days on the picket line were special, never to be forgotten,
excellent days.
I guess what I’ve learnt is that if you fight hard enough, believe you can win and put
that belief into others that you can win, then we’re proof that victory can be achieved.
I mean, we’ve just beaten the SNP government and Abellio!
And I’ll take out of this—as I said from day one in the union boardroom—have belief in
our members, because we can win this. And thankfully I was right. So we as workers can
win if we stick together and fight them for our rights. And again, I can’t thank the SSP’s
Richie Venton enough for his support.

Furthermore—and critically—none of
these trains will be allowed to move without a guard on board, which prevents the
government or ScotRail bosses using
weasel words about ‘a second crew
member being scheduled’—but then not
actually on board, as happens with at
least one in five DOO trains right now,
running whilst being literally driver only,
without a Ticket Examiner on duty. The
one area of concession by the unions is
on operation of the train doors, but even

there the Abellio bosses have failed to
fully get their way.
They had intended the driver would not
only face the onerous task of driving, but
would also be solely responsible for opening
and shutting the doors, and thereby in
charge of train dispatches from stations, with
all the huge risks to passengers that we’ve
explained in previous articles and videos.
In stark contrast, in the deal won by
sustained strikes, the driver will open the
doors but the conductor/guard will close
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them, thus retaining their vital role in
checking for passengers’ safety at the
Passenger Train Interface (PTI).
Compared with the current system that
is a step backwards. It adds pressure to
the driver; it increases the risk of trains
stopping short on platforms (especially
with the new, longer, eight-carriage EMU
trains) without the driver spotting the
problem, which potentially could mean
passengers spilling out onto the track.
But with agreement that the guard will
dispatch the train after safety checks at
the station, and door technology installed
that will help guards correct mistakes by
the driver on door controls, the most fundamental demands of the RMT strikers
have been granted. That’s not a mere
‘fudge’; it’s miles away from the original
aims of the profit-driven Abellio bosses
and Scottish Government, to remove all
control of the doors from the guards.
This prolonged battle has shown the
willingness of workers to take action if
given a lead by their unions. It is to the
eternal credit of those RMT union activists
who refused to just roll over and accept
• continues over
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• from previous page
the DOO plans at the very start of the
process. Their refusal to comply, or to just
‘see how it goes’, has been vindicated by
the outcome.
Above all, every one of the strikers who
was prepared to put public safety top of the
agenda, willing to lose wages in order to
‘Keep the Guard’, deserves the admiration
and applause of every trade unionist, every
passenger, every self-respecting worker.
This successful workers’ struggle
should now be the launchpad for the ongoing campaign to make trains safe: to
win back a guard on every train that was
converted to Driver Only, mostly over 30
years ago. To take cognisance of the explosion of passenger journeys since the
Strathclyde Manning Agreement of the
1980s ushered in DOO on many routes—
including the 35 per cent increase in passenger journeys across Scotland in the
last ten years alone, to 93 million last year!
To end the criminal neglect of safety by
the ScotRail bosses and Scottish Government, as they preside over at least one in
five DOO trains running without even a
Ticket Examiner on board.
To halt the cuts to infrastructure jobs
and ticket offices. And to further the struggle for democratic public ownership of the

What guards think: #3

I don’t think the outcome is ideal. It still leaves drivers vulnerable to stop short
incidents if they are opening the doors. But I think it’s the best outcome we were
ever going to get. The biggest highlight of the dispute was the solidarity shown
between the conductors and the drivers alike. I have learned that the propaganda that
companies dish out during such disputes knows no bounds. Telling the public what they
think they want to hear, half truths and inaccuracies.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS: “It’s the best outcome we were ever going
to get. The biggest highlight of the dispute was the solidarity
shown between the conductors and the drivers alike...”

railways, so that safety is put before profit,
passengers before shareholders, the millions before the millionaires.
The Scottish Socialist Party is proud to
have fought alongside these courageous

fighters, broadcasting their case and
building solidarity to the best of our ability—and we will continue to do so in
favour of a fundamental change in the
type of society we live in.

British unions back Turkish workers
and solidarity with Kurdish population

by Voice Reporter

BRITISH TRADE unions
have called for an end of
repression of workers in
Turkey and solidarity with the
Kurdish population.
Unions noted the alarming
and dangerous situation in
Turkey, in particular the
deliberate targeting of trade
unionists and public officials,
teachers and academics.
They noted the mass
suspension of nearly 12,000
Kurdish teachers and the
continuing intimidation and
repression of the Kurdish
population.
A motion agreed at the
recent Trade Union Congress
(TUC), meeting in Brighton
called for the reinstatement of
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the thousands of teachers and
other public officials who have
been sacked by the government
since the failed coup attempt .
It also demanded that the
Turkish government adhere
fully to the International
Labour Organisation
obligations, especially the
protection of trade union rights
to freedom of assembly,
freedom of expression and
freedom of the press.
Speakers in the TUC debate
from general unions Unite and
GMB and teachers unions
NASUWT and NUT outlined
the history of the attacks on
the Kurdish people and the
repression of trade union and
human rights.
They condemned the violent
attacks that have taken place in
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the south east of Turkey and
President Erdogan’s
programme of repression and
intimidation against human
rights activists, trade unionists,
opposition politicians,
academics as well as the
Kurdish people.
They highlighted that such
behaviour was completely
unacceptable in a country that
seeks EU membership and
condemned Turkey for
breaching international
obligations on human rights.
Each of the speakers called
for the release of Kurdish
leader Abdullah Ocalan from
imprisonment, recognising that
he has argued for a peaceful
and democratic solution to the
internal problems in Turkey
and that he is key to re-
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establishing the peace process
with the Kurds that the
government unilaterally
abandoned in 2015.
The Congress resolved to:
1. Call for the reinstatement of
all public officials
2. Step up solidarity activities
with all progressive forces in
Turkey, particularly the trade
unions and Kurdish population
3. Write to the UK and Turkish
governments expressing the
concerns of the trade unions
4. Raise the matter with
European and international trade
union federations to put pressure
on the Turkish authorities to
change their course of action
5. Call for the restart of the
peace process and for the
release of Kurdish PKK leader
Abdullah Ocalan

COLIN FOX

Where is the indy movement going?
by Colin Fox, SSP
national co-spokesperson

THE RADICAL Independence
conference on Saturday Oct 1st
at the Marriott Hotel in Glasgow
has taken the theme ‘After the
British State: the road to democracy’ which seems rather premature for an event that must surely
first examine the state of the independence movement two
years after the lost referendum.
For any honest assessment
makes for uncomfortable reading. Support for independence remains a minority. The Yes
campaign has been largely dissolved. Indyref 2 is not on the
horizon any time soon. And the
SNP’s much anticipated ‘summer
initiative’ making the case afresh
fizzled out like a damp squib.
The polls may lead some to
believe support for independence is steady, but they should be
wary. An online ScotPulse poll
conducted immediately after the
EU referendum showed support
for Yes at 59 per cent.
Then a TNS poll showed Yes
down to 47 per cent and another
from ICM revealed 46 per cent
for Yes and 54 per cent for No.
Furthermore, all these polls
carry a ‘health warning’ according to the country’s leading
psephologist Professor John Curtice of Strathclyde University.

Volatile polls

They show 13 per cent of Yes
supporters (from Sept 2014)
have moved to No, citing fears
over the economy and the
plunge in North Sea oil prices.
True, some 14 per cent of former No voters have shifted to
Yes because they want to see
Scotland remain in the EU.
But the volatility of these
polls is not good for the Yes
side committed to building up a
consistent 60:40 lead before
calling indyref 2.
The economy is by far the
most important issue for voters,

STANDING UP FOR WORKERS: it's time
to present a ‘Red Paper for Independence’
for Scotland’s working class majority
(PHOTO: Craig Maclean)

say pollsters, whilst the EU
issue is full of contradictions.
Many former No voters say
they would return to their initial
sympathies if a hard Border with
England emerged, or trade tariffs,
or compulsory membership of
the Eurozone as a consequence
of the Brexit negotiations.
Furthermore, these shifts in
opinion show a distinct class bias.
Working class voters are much
more concerned about their economic outlook than Scotland’s
EU membership per se.
The SNP used to be in favour
of leaving the EU. They are unlikely to remind you now but
they used to believe the EU was
an anti-democratic club run by
a Brussels bureaucracy dominated by bigger nations. These
days they have become its
biggest cheerleaders.
But former Scottish Ministers
Kenny McAskill and Alex Neil
have broken ranks and, in a rare
display of dissent, have accused
the SNP leadership of not thinking through the consequences of
their new EU strategy.
The fact there is no majority
for independence at the moment—and even less support for
a second referendum—is hardly
surprising given the SNP has not
defended the case for two years
fighting two successive elections and barely mentioning it.

Now they have tentatively proposed a draft Bill on indyref 2
which if passed next summer will
be kept in Nicola Sturgeon’s back
pocket until she deems it opportune to use. Clearly her decision
will be determined by the polls.
But such a second referendum organised by Holyrood would only
be ‘consultative’ as the power to
hold a legally binding one remains with Westminster.

Weaker movement

There is little doubt the independence movement is weaker
now than it was in 2014. On the
other hand, the No campaign is
better organised. For months,
their campaign group, Scotland
in Union, has been out on the
streets of towns and cities
across Scotland, seeking support for their petition demanding ‘No more Referendums’.
Ruth Davidson, easing Labour
aside as the principle advocates
of the Union, now enjoys poll
ratings more favourable than
even Queen Nicola herself!
The SNP may have benefitted
from Labour’s demise in Scotland
but it has done little to improve
the lives of working class people.
The latest Multiple Deprivation Index shows the same areas
of Scotland that were the most
disadvantaged in 1999 remain
the most deprived. That is
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something for which the SNP
must shoulder its share of the
blame. Their support will fall
away as they continue to implement their cuts to local services.
This in turn will hamper the independence cause.
If indyref 2 is off the table for
the foreseeable future, then the
radical independence movement has time to work on a better case than the one the SNP
presently advocates.
Perhaps it is time to present a
‘Red Paper for Independence’
outlining what benefits it would
entail for Scotland’s working
class majority. This is the game
changer.
For the SSP, that case would
include a guarantee of full employment on living wages for all,
a business policy based on need
that harnesses Scotland’s full potential, an energy policy that eradicates fuel poverty, better pension
guarantees than UK can deliver
for retired Scots, public ownership of our railways and renewable energy sector, free public
transport to help combat climate
change, extending democracy by
establishing a republic, exiting
NATO and enhancing our security through improved international relations, scrapping Trident
and moving those funds saved to
improve opportunities for our disadvantaged youngsters.
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Why green capitalism can’t work
Norman Lockhart reviews Green
capitalism: why it can’t work by
Daniel Tanuro from
www.resistancebooks.org

I WAS glad I invested £10 for this book,

even though the first third of the book
seemed to be a bit intense.
This was because he was bringing us
up to date with all the scientific evidence
about so called global warming and
making it understandable by putting it
into context but at the same time not
making it simplistic. While it is now three
years since this was first published in
English it is refreshing to see the
rubbishing of carbon trading by
countries or manufacturers as any kind
of solution.
What is important later in this book is
that the link between red and green
approaches is explained in detail and
Tanuro makes several examples both
recent and from Karl Marx’s original
writings. He also points out that the
record of the left has not always been
good either as almost no organisations
took up environmental issues in the
1960s and ’70s.
Until recently there was also a simple
repetition by the left of the vision of a
future society with unlimited production.
However, now the debate must be about
real use values not just ever more
consumption.
While some of the emergency
measures necessary are not themselves
alone anti-capitalist when they are
combined with an alternative plan, they
make up the start of an eco socialist
society. In case we thought eco
socialism was something new or being

green was not really part of the struggle
for social justice today, there is a
reference to the fight of the German
peasants’ revolt in 1525.
They were defending the links of our
limited planet to their daily concerns
when they demanded free access to the
forests after consulting their own elected
local committee but not having to pay
their monopoly of feudal overlords.
This is very different to the image of
something that only concerns middle
class hippies!

Eco-socialist approach

Tanuro’s guiding principles for measures
with an eco-socialist approach are:
1.Satisfying real social needs
2. Reducing global production by
reducing the length of the working week
and eliminating the production of
useless and harmful goods thus
reducing the amount of transport used
by a substantial amount [which implies
the relocation of production]
3. A radical increase of energy efficiency
and complete transition to the use of
renewables, regardless of cost
4. The creation of political and cultural
conditions for collective responsibility for
production and consumption, through a
democratic process
While rejecting the return to some sort
of primitive society as unnecessary, as
well as un helpful, he does remind us
that all our energy sources are originally
from the sun so for example, coal and oil
are the most concentrated [and
therefore useful] form of energy but they
are not renewable in the short term
taking millions of years to develop that
we do not have.
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Tanuro deals with the apparently more
energy efficient, therefore less polluting,
but undemocratic capitalism with the
very negative record of those countries
that were once controlled by a Stalinist
bureaucracy by identifying & defining a
common feature of both societies that I
was not aware of called ‘productivism’.
He also deals with Malthus’ old ideas
about increasing population contrasting
with agricultural productivity as it is still
used today by some people trying to
confuse the real issues but I can only
refer in an inadequate sentence to some
important points he makes
comprehensively in whole chapters.
Clearly our society has the technical
means to reverse some of the damage
to our environment however what is
obviously missing is the political will for
a society that does not make its
investment decisions based only on the
source of the highest rate of profit.
The problem with partial positive
emergency measures such as:
1. Planting trees etc. and therefore
increasing the replacement of CO2 with
Oxygen is the damage done to local,
often African or Latin American
economies
2. Photovoltaic energy could be very
good example of what our society can
do but with no plan to reduce our overall
energy consumption it will still lead to
the illogical destruction of society
It might be comforting to think the best
greens are active reds but mobilising the
necessary change in society to use the
technical resources we have will require
some very creative political decisions.
Now I am going to read it all again for
a third time!
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War without end or negotiated peace
choice as Syria’s agony deepens
by Bill Bonnar

THE BREAKDOWN of the latest ceasefire in Syria makes grim reading for the
long suffering people of that country.
A year ago I wrote that Syria faced the
worst of all worlds. A brutal regime which
was strong enough to remain in power yet
not sufficiently strong to win the war and a
mostly Islamic fundamentalist opposition
strong enough to keep fighting but not
strong enough to achieve victory.
This has changed in part because of intense Russian intervention which has massively bolstered the regime and growing
concerns from the West about the nature of
the opposition.
The Assad regime now believes that it
can win this war outright while some Western governments privately accept that this
might not be the worst option.
Initially the Syrian opposition were a
fractious coalition of disparate forces; some
democratic and progressive, some regional
and a core of Islamic fundamentalist groups
whose ultimate aim would be the creation
of an Islamic state.
These latter groups would turn Syria into
a kind of medieval state and it is interesting
to note what their specific objections to the
Assad regime actually are. It is not that the
regime is a brutal dictatorship. Rather it is
the secular nature of the regime, the enhanced position of women in modern Syria
and the regime’s support among the large
Christian minority.

Lessons of Libya hit home

It is these Islamic fundamentalist forces
which now make up the main opposition
and who will inherit what is left of the country if the regime falls. And it is this which is
now alarming western governments.
The lessons of Libya now seem to be hitting home. As revealed by the recent House
of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee in
an unprecedented attack on British, French
and American intervention in Libya.
This western alliance attacked the legitimate government of the country with the
clear aim of overthrowing that government;
an illegal act. It did so on the basis of three
carefully crafted lies.
First that what was going on in Libya was
a nation-wide uprising against a hated

NIGHTMARE: rebel-held parts of Aleppo have been subject to a
fierce bombing campaign since a recent ceasefire broke

regime. Second that this uprising was a
democratic revolution led by freedom fighters with the aim of establishing democracy.
Thirdly that Nato intervention was limited
to simply protecting the Libyan people.
Every word a lie. What was happening in
Libya was not a nationwide uprising but a
regional revolt against a regime which still
had widespread support in much of the country, In other words the west was intervening
in civil war to ensure one side triumphed.
The opposition were an unholy alliance
of disaffected elements of the regime, tribal
forces and Islamic fundamentalists; hardly
a freedom fighter among them. Lastly the
Nato intervention was never about protecting civilians but was central in ensuring the
opposition won the war.
What we have now in Libya is a disaster
by just about every definition of the word
disaster one can think of. The economy,
once the most successful in Africa, has collapsed as has the Libyan state itself. In fact,
Libya no longer exists as any kind of functioning state.
There is no central government; instead
power lies with hundreds of militia groups
each defending their own territories. The
country is in the grip of a low intensity civil
war with absolutely no end in sight. And as
the House of Commons Foreign Affairs
Committee implied even if it didn’t state it;
‘we did that’.
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Back to Syria. If the Assad regime is
overthrown or collapses the outcome will
be much worse than in Libya. What’s left
of the country will be reduced to rubble and
what would eventually emerge will be
every secularist’s, democrat’s and progressive’s worst nightmare.
However difficult, the only way forward
is a negotiated settlement which protects
the integrity of the Syrian state and at least
in the short term leaves Assad and the
Baathist regime in power.

Regime is stronger now

The fact that there has been recent ceasefires and a stepping up of peace efforts
demonstrates that this is maybe closer than
at first seems. What’s left of the democratic
opposition want an end to the fighting and
some negotiated settlement.
The Americans recognise the regime is
stronger now than at any time during the
conflict and is likely to survive and are increasing worried about the nature of the opposition.
In the longer term, the survival of Assad
and his entourage is probably untenable with
their departure part of a longer term deal.
Ultimately, though, Syria’s future lies
with the re-affirmation of the core principals of the modern Syrian state: secularism,
progressive pan-Arabism and the ultimate
objective of socialism.
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by John McAllion

JEREMY CORBYN’S crush-

ing victory over Owen Smith has
surely placed his leadership of the
Labour Party beyond further internal challenge—at least until the
next general election scheduled
for 2020.
His grassroots supporters have
literally occupied the Party following the 2015 election defeat,
doubled its membership and
turned the establishment world of
New Labour upside down. In the
second leadership contest in just
over a year, the Levellers have
won again. This was not supposed to happen.
It should not be forgotten that
the author of the second leadership contest was a mutinous PLP
that attempted a palace coup
against a party leader elected with
an overwhelming democratic
mandate from the membership.
With the support of Labour
grandees and the party machine,
these rebel MPs launched a
campaign of vilification, intimidation and dissimilation designed to resurrect the old “New
Labour” order.

Rigged rules

Membership and election rules
were rigged. Corbyn supporters
were purged. Pro-Corbyn constituencies were suspended and
prevented from meeting.
A succession of New Labour
notables fed the media a string of
doom-laden prophecies about the
consequences of a Corbyn victory. Labour would never win
again in Baron Kinnock’s lifetime
(however long that might be). The
party was now further from
power than at any time since the
1930s (according to David
Miliband who himself managed
to lose an election to that other
big-time loser, his brother Ed).
It was a no-holds barred attempt to turn the political tide and
to re-instate the pre-recession status quo in which the political and

JEREMY CORBYN:
Momentum has no
alternative to a British
state based on a firstpast-the-post electoral
system that’s designed to
prevent radical shifts to
the left. (PHOTO: Craig Maclean)

business elites together ran a neoliberal economic order that rewarded elites at the expense of the
mass of workers.
The fact that it failed miserably
should and will gladden the hearts
of socialists everywhere.
Yet the old order is far from
being finally defeated. Even before the result was announced
the next phase of hostilities was
being planned by the parliamentary opposition to the grassroots movement.
There will be no “SDP-style”
breakaway. The first-past-the-post
electoral system is unforgiving of
third parties. It is a two-party system in which, if one party splits,
the main beneficiary will be the
other party, in this case the Tories.
Instead the rebel MPs will regroup within the PLP and continue their relentless opposition to
everything that Corbyn and his
grassroots supporters represent.
The centrist “Progress” group
is already advocating that the
conflict carry on under the banner of “Clause One Socialism”.
This requires the party to
“maintain in parliament…a political Labour party”.
In other words a Parliamentary

Labour Party that is distinct and
separate from the rest of the Party
in the country. Under this flag, the
PLP will formally remain united
while the moderates set about the
business of creating their own
shadow PLP within the PLP.
This will ensure that the infighting will continue.
Moves are already afoot to return to the system in which the
Parliamentary Labour Party
elected the Shadow Cabinet. With
such a “mandate” from their fellow MPs, rebel MPs could return
to front-line opposition while still
maintaining their distance from
and opposition to their elected
leader’s line.
Other so-called “big hitters”,
including Hilary Benn, Chuka
Umunna and Yvette Cooper, are
seeking election to the chairs of
powerful select committees.
This would provide them with
independent power bases from
which to continue a policy of opposition to the policies of the
elected Labour leadership.
Yet others are considering
running on a joint Labour/Cooperative Party ticket that would
allow them to form their own
Co-operative
parliamentary

group within the PLP. Such a
group would have its own whips
and would be able to develop its
own distinctive policies.
Ed Miliband’s former press
secretary has suggested setting
up a separate “2020” team of
spokespersons on key policy issues that would develop an alternative platform for a “moderate”
Labour Party.
Having failed to defeat Corbyn
for a second time, many of the
rebels now look forward to a snap
general election in early 2017 in
which the Tories will succeed
where they failed.
The second leadership election
has changed nothing and leaves in
its wake a bitterly divided party
and a state of cold war between a
socialist grassroots movement
and a predominantly moderate
parliamentary party.
Labour is also languishing far
behind the Tories in every opinion
poll and now has the worst-ever
poll ratings for an opposition
party 12 months on from a leadership contest.

Warped system

One recent poll revealed that
just 16 per cent of voters believe
that a Corbyn-led Labour Party is
likely to win the next general
election. The same poll showed
74 per cent agreeing that Labour
is more divided now than they
can ever remember.
Momentum, which has carried Corbyn to the commanding
heights of the Labour Party
against all expectations, is in
many respects the English
equivalent to the Yes campaign
in Scotland.
However, unlike the Yes campaign, Momentum has no alternative to a British state based on a
first-past-the post electoral system
that is designed to prevent radical
shifts to the left.
It is on the rocks of that British
state and its warped electoral system that Momentum and Corbyn
will finally founder.

